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Introduction

This study is concerned with a treatment of A-movement within the Mimmahst framework, viz, copy
theory of A-movement (cf Chomsky 1993, 1995, Hornstein 1999, among others) In particular, this
prehmmary study aims to demonstrate that the copy theory of A-movement cannot be mamtamed At
the same time, we will also see some problems in the treatment of"reconstructlon" effects via copy
theory of movement m general (Chomsky 1981, 1993, 1995, Huang 1993) Due to its hmlted scope, this
study does not provide a solut10n to the problems, however, its imphcation may be taken as a general
cntlque on the copy theoretic account of reconstruction phenomena
In section 2, background issues will be briefly outhned The problems of copy theory of Amovement will be outlined m section 3 An alternative analysis will be presented under which Amovement does not leave a trace (Lasruk 1999) in section 4 Section 5 will present a bnef concludmg
remark, wluch raises a question on the Copy theoretical account for reconstruct10n effects

2

Background Copy theory of A'-movement

Proper treatment of movement transformation has been one of the central topics for transformational
generative grammar For the concern of reducing the possible transformation types (Chomsky
NP1973/1977), various movement rules are subsumed under two maJor movement 'rules'
movement and Wh-movement, further collapsed mto Move ex (Chomsky 1981) Under the Move a;
approach, charactenstlc differences between NP- and Wh-movement are (claimed to be) denved from
"mdependently mottvated" sub-theones of grammar
For example, NP-movement is motivated by Case theory, it ts from a Case-less 8-posttlon to a
Case-marked non-8 position Wh-movement, on the other hand, is motivated by need to establish an
operator-vanable structure I e , movement from an A-position (a Case-marked 6-pos1tton) to a nonargument (A-) position Differences in the bmding characteristics of A- and A-traces are described
(though not explamed) by the typology of empty categories [±a, ±p] (Chomsky 1982) 1 The standard

·special thanks to Howard Lasruk and the participants ofh1s Problems m Syntax course (Sprmg
1999) at the Uruversity of Connecticut Tlus paper is filled with the phenomena and ideas discussed m
that course I am grateful to Timothy J Vance for this gmdance and comments m the earher stages of
this research I am also grateful to the organizers and the participants of the 1999 MALC, m particular,
Ron Schaefer, Thomas Stroik, Mikael Vmka, Layla Zidaru-Eroglu, and Ed Zoener for thought-provoking
discuss10ns on the subject matter and beyond Naturally, all the remammg errors and oversights are my

own

1
That is, A-traces are [+a, -p] whereas wh-traces (formal vanables) are [-a, -p] See Chomsky
1981, 1982, Fre1dm and Lasmk 1981, for discussions on this typology
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treatment of movement m the Mm1mahst framework (Chomsky 1995 and references cited there)
mamtams the umform1ty of movement approach In the Mimmahst framework, movement is a last
resort operat10n of copying and deletmg
A copy theory of (A-) movement 1s suggested by Chomsky (1981) as an altemauve to LF
Lowenng (LF-Copymg) operation for reconstruction effects (Langendoen and Batt1stella 1982, Gueron
1984, Van RiemsdiJk and Williams 1986, Clark 1992, for example) 2 Consider (la)
(1)

a
b
c
d

John1 wondered [wluch picture of himself] Bill saw
John 1 wondered [which picture of h1mself112 h B1ll2 saw t3
John1 wondered [which x h B1112 saw [x picture ofh1mself2 ] 3
John1 wondered [which picture of himself] B1112 saw [which picture of himself]

The reflexive can be mterpreted as coreferential to either John as antecedent m-s1tu (1 b), or Bill m the
'D-structure' position, as m (le) Chomsky (1981, 1993) proposes (2)
(2)

Traces are a copy of moved item (with PF-deletion) (Cf (ld))

The copies are accessible to LF operations wluch turn (ld) mto (le)
More precisely, Chomsky (1993) proposes a QR-hke operation applied to (3a), y1eldmg (3b) or
(3e) Let us refer to this process as 'Make-Op', followmg Munn (1994)
(3)

a
b
c
d
e
f

John wondered [which picture of himself] Bill saw [which picture of himself]
[wluch [picture of himself]] Bill saw [which [picture of himself]]
[wluch [ p1etme oflumsclf]] Bill saw [whteh [picture of himself]]
[which [x]] Bill saw [ x [picture of himself]]
[[which picture of himself]~] Bill saw [ [whteh p1ettne ofhunself] o:]
[[which picture of himself] x] Bill saw [x]

Complementary deletion from (3b) yields the LF representat10n (3d) via (3c), and that from (3e) yields
(3f) The copy theory of movement thus captures the reconstruction effect m (I)
Given that Make-Op can either rru.se the operator alone or the entire wh-phrase, as m (3b) and (3c),
the analysIS predicts (4)
(4)

The copy theory of movement predicts optionality of 'reconstruction effects'

However, this prediction is not borne out, the followmg data show reconstruction 1s forced m some
cases

2
Regardmg the LF-Copymg/Lowermg operation, Chomsky (1993) states that reconstructmn "1s a
curious operation, particularly when it is held to follow LF movement, thus restormg what has been
covertly moved" "If possible, the process should be ehmmated" (Chomsky 1993) See also Koster
1982, Homstem 1984, Barss 1986, Lebeaux 1989, 1990, 1991, 1994, and Pollard and Sag 1992,
Remhart and Reuland 1993, Heycock 1995 for alternative analyses
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(S)

a*
b
c
d

John wondered
John wondered
John wondered
John wondered

[which picture ofTom 1] [he 1 hked t]
[which picture ofhim 1] [B111 1 hked t ]]
[which [ptetttte ofhun/Tom:]] [he hked fwhtclt [picture of Tom]]]
[which picture of him/Tom ftrj][he hked [wlnehp1etme ofTeim [a]]]

Observe the Cond1t1on B/C contrast m (Salb) lf"reconstructton" 1s mdeed optional, as the theory
predicts, then both (Sc) and (Sd) should be available to (Sa), m the latter of which Condra.on C is not
v10lated In (Sa), however, he and Tom cannot be coreferent1al, md1catmg that reconstruction is forced
m(Sa)
In order to capture forced reconstruction effects as m (Sa), Chomsky (1993) suggests a preference
pnnc1ple (ofreconstruct1on) m (6)
(6)

Do it when you can (1 e, try to mmmuze the restnctlon m the operator pos1t10n) (Chomsky 1995,
p 209)

Smee the restnctlon on the operator posit10n can be mmmuzed as m (Sc), the non-reconstructed LF
representation (Sb) is not avatlable under (6), hence, the forced reconstruction effect Bemg a preference
pnnc1ple, (6) allows non-reconstructed readmg with reflexives, assummg that reflexive hcensmg
involves LF-ra1smg of reflexive self to Infl (Cht1c1zatlonLF) Consider (7a), where Make-Op yields two
representations (7b/c)
(7)

a
b
c
d
e

John wonders which pictures of himself Bill saw
John [self-wonders [[which pictures of tseir ]fat] [Bill saw [[which ptetmes oflmnself][a]]]
John [self-wonders [which [ptettlfes ef tseiril [Bill saw [whteh-[p1ctures of himself]]]
John [wonders [[which pictures ofhimself]faj] [Bill self-saw [[ .. hieh131eftlfes efts.1rf[a]]]
John [wonders [which [ptetmes oflnmself]] [Bill self-saw [whteh-[p1ctures oftself]]]

Note that m (7c) complementary deletion deletes the trace of the raised (cbtic1zed) reflexive, thus
causmg a problem m LF Thus, m this case, ( 6) allows a non-reconstructed version of LF representation
as m (7b), it simply demands reconstruction, ifposszble
Wlnle it yields the desired results, this principle m (6) is not very attractive (6) is roughly the
descnptton of forced reconstruction phenomenon itself, rather than a 'pnnc1ple' behind the phenomenon
Further, (6), presumably, does not have any semantic ramification For example, the mterpretat1on of
(7b) and (7e), once the bmdmg difference 1s extrapolated, do not seem to be distmct, m spite of the two
d1stmct LF representations Finally, (6) must 'look ahead' mto further steps of denvat1on m order to see
ifmmimtzmg the restr1ct1on m the operator position will cause some problem Thus, (6) has a problem
similar to those of'global economy' (cf Collms 1997) Therefore, the fact that the copy theoretic
account of reconstruction crucially reqmres (6) raises some doubt on the account 1tself 3
To sum up, copy theory of A -movement 1s motivated m Chomsky's (1981, 1993) analysis of the
reconstruction phenomena The analysis provides a straightforward answer to the existence of the

3
Heycock (1995) raises a number of issues regardmg the forced reconstruct10n effects, mcludmg
the preference pnnc1ple In Section 4 3, I will argue against the copy theoretic account of reconstruction
phenomena and (6) For the trme bemg, however, we accept the correctness of(6)
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reconstruction effects However, m order to account for the forced reconstruction effects, as m (9), the
analysis must resort to the preference pnnc1ple in (6), which lacks independent mot1vat10n

3

Problems

3 1 Copy theory ofA-movement Lack ofempmcal motivation

Note that thus far the copy theory has been motivated solely by the reconstruction effect of A movement In spite of this, 1t is now customary to treat A-movement in this fashion (e g (8b))
(8)

a John 1 seems [ t 1 to have left]
b John seems [John to have left]

For example, Chomsky's (1993) states, though somewhat tentatively, that
(9)

An A-cham is a CH= (a, t) at LF (a the phrase raised from its original pos1t1on t ) Here t 1s a.full
copy of its antecedent, deleted m PF component (Emphasis by MK)

The primary motivation for copy theory of A-movement seems to be conceptual 1 e , uruform treatment
of A- and A -movement 4 However, as I will argue unmed1ately below, the copy theory of A-movement
does not hold up under empmcal scrutiny
To the best of my knowledge, its empmcal mot1vat1on is not available in literature - perhaps,
except for Huang's (1993) unsuccessful attempt, winch we will consider immediately below Consider
the forced reconstruction effects observed in degree adjective predicate raising (Huang 1993, Heycock
1995)
(10) a* The students 1 wondered [..,h how angry at each other 1 (themselves)i] [John wast]
b The students 1 wondered [,.h how [12 angry at each other 1 (themselves)i] [John2 wast]
In (lOa), the mterpretat10n indicates that 'reconstruction' is obligatory, the anaphor may not be licensed
in [Spec, C] Huang (1993) argues that the ungrammaticality of (lOa) can be independently accowited
for, if we assume the copy theory of A-movement, the predicate internal subject (12 in (1 Ob)) 1s the
closest potential binder for the anaphors, thus blockmg the binding by the matnx subject Huang (1993)
talces this as evidence for the trace m the predicate mtemal subject pos1tion - that is, a copy of the Amoved matnx subject If this explanation holds, then 1t constitutes evidence for copy theory of Amovement

However, Huang's (1993) account fails First, as we shall see in Section 3 3, the copy of the
predicate mternal subject, 1f mdeed exists, will make wrong pred1ct1ons for predicate raising m
ex1stent1al constructions Second, Heycock (1995) shows that forced reconstruction effects obtam even
wtth normnals - 1e , without a predicate mtemal subject trace
4
Given the recent denvational view of phrase structure building, and Copy theory of movement,
movement can be reduced to Merge, (See Chomsky 1995, Colhns 1997, Kitahara 1997 for more
d1scuss10ns), an attractive outcome, m my op1ruon
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(11) a
b

* I would never consider Sally1 her 1 own worst enemy
* [ Her 1 own worst enemy], I would never consider Sally 1

Heycock (1995) correctly pomts out that Huang's solution does not extend to the forced reconstructton
effects with nommals, smce DP predicates do not have a trace of the subject mtemally Thus, if Huang
is correct, ( 11 b) is expected to av01d the forced reconstructton effect, contrary to the fact
Before we proceed, let us bnefly examme Heycock's (1995) alternative account to Huang's,
although we cannot fully articulate her proposal m this study, due to the space lmutatlon To put it
briefly, Heycock proposes that degree questions (such as how likely, how mtellzgent, etc) always have
LF representat10ns parallel to those for which she calls the nonreferentzal reading ofamount quantifiers,
where the restnctors on the operator are minimal Consequently, a raised predicate with a degree
question operator is undone m LF In spite of their differences, Heycock's (1995) proposal is parallel to
the preference prmctple (6), m that they both undo syntactic predicate raismg m LF In Section 3 3,
however, we will see cases where raised predicates must be mterpreted m the rrused pos1tton, not m the
lowered position This 1s opposite of what Heycock's analysis predicts We will return to this issue m
Section 4 3 For now, let us return to the mam discussion
To sum up, the copy theory of A-movement 1s widely assumed, even though empmcal motivation
is hardly available Copy theory is pnmanly motivated for A' -reconstruction effects Huang's (1993)
account discussed above may have provided an empmcal support for A-copy, but Heycock (1995) has
shown its madequacy
32

Lack ofA-reconstruction

With the Copy theory of A-movement, the parallelism between the A- and A' -movement follows
1mmed1ately, but their differences demand an explanation Given that the primary mot1vat10n for Copy
theory of A -movement was its abihty to yield 'reconstruction' effects, copy theory of A-movement also
predicts existence of A-reconstruction It is generally assumed, though not uncontroversially so, that this
prediction is not borne out (Huang 1993, Chomsky 1995, Lasruk 1999, among others)
(12) a* He 1 is surpnsed t 1 by the picture of John 1 (From Huang 1993)
b ?*John1 belteves pictures ofhim 1 to be hkely to be on sale
In (12a), after A-reconstruction he no longer bmds John, thus the Condition C violation is unpredicted
In (lOb), ifthe A-reconstruction 1s available, the NP contammg the pronoun may be far enough from the
matnx subject, thereby avoiding v1olatmg Condit10n B of the bmdmg theory 5 Now, consider (13)
(13) a
b
c
d
e

Everyone hasn't been there yet
No one has been there yet
Not everyone has been there yet
Everyone seems not to be there
No one seems to be there yet

(\f >Not, Not> \f)
(\f >Not)

5
Lasmk ( l 999) presents a set of further convmcmg evidence for the non-existence of Areconstruct10n, which we cannot extensively review here, due to the space hm1tatlon See also Fox
1999
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f

Everyone seems [everyone not to be there ]

It has been noted (Chomsky 1995) that everyone is somewhat exceptional among English quantifiers,
everyone in the subject position and its clause mate negation exhibit scope ambigmty, as in (13b/c) The
ambigmty disappears (13f), when everyone is apparently raised (2ld) This fact is inconsistent with the
assumption that A-reconstruct10n exists, under the copy theory of A-movement, the A-copy of everyone
should be available at LF, and the ambigmty comparable to (13a) is incorrectly predicted
Thus, we conclude, with Chomsky, that A-movement does not reconstruct This is a problem,
since the copy theory is designed to capture the forced reconstruction effects Chomsky ( 1993) states
(14), in order to explain the lack of A-reconstruction
(14) Ifreconstruction is essentially a reflex of the formation of operator-variable constructions, it will
hold only for A -chains, not for A-chains 6
This account, though 1t certainly denves the desired distinction between A- and A -movement, remains
descriptive Therefore, under copy theory of A-movement, lack of A-reconstruct10n remains
problematic

3 3 Expletives m Predicate Razsmg
Let us consider another problem of copy theory of A-movement Consider (15), the data discussed,
among others, by Barss (1986), Kroch and Joshi (1985), Lasmk and Saito (1992), Huang (1993),
Heycock (1995) 7
(15) I wonder

a
b *

how hkely to win the race John is
how hkely to be a not there is

The ungrammaticality of (15b) will be impossible to capture, if we assume, with Huang (1993), that the
raised predicate contains a copy (trace) of the raised subject
For the d1scuss1on below, we will be assuming (16), which I beheve is fairly standard, although not
completely uncontroversial, either
In existential constructions, there is "licensed" at LF by c-commanding its associate presumably via raising of the relevant feature(s) from its associate
b There is no sideway movement

(16) a

Under Chomsky's (1993) copy theory of A-movement, the LF representations of (l 5b) which respects

6
He adds that (14) "seems plausible over a considerable range, and yields the nght results in this
case," without elaboration
7

Th1s pair of sentences is used by Lasmk and Saito ( 1992) for the argument for the presence of Atrace and proper binding condition in (15b), whereas the grammatlcahty of (15a) is due to the presence
of Control PRO Essentially the same solution was put forward by K.roch and Joshi 1986, although
theirs is construed within Tree Adjoining Grammatical terms
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the preference prmciple is (17b), after Make-Op and complementary deletion 8
(17) I wonder
a [how hkely [Jolm to wm the race]] :John is [how hkely [John to wm the race]]
b [how hkely [thern to be a notj] there is [how likely [there to be a not]]

9

(18) There is hkely to be a not
Given the grammaticality of ( 18), the ungrammaticahty of (I Sb) must denve from the predicate rmsmg
(A -movement) 10 However, m the LF representation m (17b), the relevant difference between (15b) and
(18) is lost - a problem 11

8
The problem persists, when we adopt Heycock's alternative to Huang's (1993) analysis, smce it
forces the reconstructed LF representation as m (12)

9
Make-Op may spht how, and [x hkely
rnunatenal for our discuss10n, however

], rather than the way I noted above The difference is

wThomas Str01k (personal commumcation) pomts out the fact that the non-question counterpart
of (I Sb) is not good
(1)

a
b

*

John 1s very/highly/not very/least hkely to wm the race
There 1s very/highly/not very/least hkely to be a not there

Therefore, (15b) may arguably be bad, mdependent of the predicate raismg, as this study assumes In the
subsequent discussion, however, I will contmue to assume that the ungrammaticality anses m (15b) due
to the predicate raismg, followmg the mtmtion of the researcher mentioned above Naturally, by domg
so, I will have to identify the source of the ungrammaticality of (ib)
11

(i)

This problem is not isolated one, the problem extends to idiom chunks Consider (i)

a
b*
c

d

Advantage is hkely to be taken of John
How hkely to be taken of John is Advantage?
[how likely [advantage to be taken advantage]] advantage 1s [how hkely [advantage to be
taken advantage of John ]]
[How hkely [advantage to be taken advantage]] advantage is [ho~ hkely [ad~antage to
be taken advantage]]

Make-Op and complementary deletion yield (ic) and (id), the former of which is preferred by the
preference pnnciple (6) Observed that m (1c) predicate rmsmg 1s effectively undone (ic) is almost
identical to (ia) m the relevant respect, thus ungrammaticality is not expected We may be able to rule
out (id), even though at LF the id10m chunk is also fully represented therem, thanks to the copy of
advantage m its "D-structure" posit10n Suppose that (id) presumably undergoes deletion of copies of
advantages m non-"D-structure" posit10ns m LP Presumably, deletion of superfluous items reqmre
identity and c-command Advantage m the matnx subject position and that m the raised [Spec, I] do not
hold a c-command relation, hence the delet10n is not allowed Note that the problem persists, even 1fwe
can rule out (id), msofar as (1c) is well-formed
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The problem appears to stem from the fact that, whenever possible, the preference principle (6)
forces the reconstructed reading, thus 'undomg' the predicate raising m LF Given that the
ungrammaticahty of (1 Sb) is due to predicate ra1smg, such an 'undo-effect' of ( 6) is undesirable In
order to avmd this effect, we may abandon the preference principle, this IS not necessarily a great loss,
given the questionable status of the pnnc1ple mentioned above However, ehmmat10n of (6) IS not
sufficient Consider (19)
(19) I wonder
a [How likely [John to win the race]] :John is [hovv hkely [Jolm to Mn the race]]
b [How hkely [there to be a not]] there is [how hkely [thete to be a not]]
The LF representation now shows the history of predicate raising before Spell-Out, as desired
However, the expletive in (19b) can still be licensed, since the predicate internal subject locally ccommands its associate in situ, thus it should be licensed at LF Recall that predicate raising was used
by Huang (1993) to demonstrate the existence of a predicate internal subject trace (or a copy) We have
amved at an exactly opposite conclusion a predicate mternal subject trace may not be present at LF, in
order to rule out ( 19b)

3 4 Summary
To sum up, the copy theory of A-movement not only lacks empmcal motivation, but also faces
descnptlve problems, as well It mcorrectly predicts the existence of A-reconstruct10n Further, the
predicate raismg in existential constructions cannot be ruled out, if A-movement indeed leaves a copy in
a predicate internal subject position This is a senous defect of the theory
At tlus pomt, we may appeal to many alternatives approaches for example, by abandomng the
copy theoretic account ofreconstruction phenomena altogether Instead, we will explore a rather
conservative extension of Chomsky's copy theory Ultimately, we will be forced to take a more radical
departure from Chomsky's pos1tlon, as to be discussed m Sect10n 4 3

4

Alternative Analysis

4 1 Non-Copy Theory ofA-movement (Lasmk 1999)
In the previous section, we saw the need for an alternative analysis to the copy theory of A-movement
The copy theory of A-movement lacks empmcal motivation, incorrectly predicts existence of Areconstruct10n, and incorrectly licenses expletive in existential constructions with a raised predicate As
an alternative, we will explore a non-copy theory of A-movement, following Lasmk's (1999) proposal
Recall that faced with the absence of A-reconstruct10n, Chomsky (1993) suggests (14) namely, "1f
reconstruction is essentially a reflex of the formation of operator-variable construct10ns, it will hold only
for A -chams, not for A-chains" (14) appears to be the descnpt1on of the fact about the lack of Areconstruct10n, leavmg open as to why reconstruction is 'a reflex of operator-variable' construction
Lasruk (1999) offers an alternative account namely, (20)
(20) A-movement does not leave a trace (Lasmk 1999)
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I believe that (20) ts superior to (14) on both conceptual and empmcal grounds

12

Conceptually, (20) IS more prmc1pled than the standard Mimmahst treatment of movement, under
which any movement leaves a copy For A -movement of an argument, the need for a copy m its "Dstructure position" 1s demanded by establishment of operator-variable constructions, therefore, a copy 1s
mdependently motivated No such motivation is available for a copy of A-movement Previously, an Atrace is motivated by the need for preservmg the 0-structure of the predicate, for the satisfaction of the
ProJect10n Prmc1ple and 0-Cntenon Assummg the checkmg analysis of Case and 8-role features (cf
Boskov1c and Lasmk 1999), the D-structure pos1t1on of an A-moved item need not be represented at LF,
without the Projection Pnnc1ple Smee nothmg m grammar demands A-movement to leave a copy, the
copy theory of A-movement must do so by stipulation 13
Empmcally, the copy theory of A-movement needs the st1pulat10n m (14) m order to account for
the lack of A-reconstruction, with (20), on the other hand, no such st1pulat1on ts necessary Below,
assummg the correctness of (20), we will consider its 1mphcahons to the problems discussed above 1 e ,
the ungrammat1cahty of (15b)
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Predicate razsmg m an explenve const1 uctzon revisited

Below, we will examme the further consequences of (20), non-copy theory of A-movement In other
words, assummg the correctness of (20), we will explore what we need to say, m order to denve the
ungrammattcahty of ( 15b)
Consider (21a), which is essentially (15b), but without copies of A-moved expletive Make-Op
yields two LP-representations (21b/c), and complementary deletion yields (22)
(21) a
b
c

[how hkely to be a not ] is there [how hkely to be a not ]
[ [ how hkely to be a not ] x ] ts there [ [how hkely to be a not ] x ]
[ how hkely [ to be a not ] ] is there [ how hkely [ to be a not ] l

(22) a
b

[ [how hkely to be a not l~l 1s there [[ho~• hkely to be a not] x
[ how hkely [ to be a not ] l is there [ how lrkely [ to be a not ] l

l

Note that m the LF representation m (22b), where the predicate ra1smg is undone, the explebve ccommands its associate, thus mcorrectly licensed With the LF representat10n m (22b), thus, the
problem persists If, on the other hand, the entire content of trace except for xis deleted, as m (22a),
then the expletive has no associate m its c-command domam, thus left unlicensed This IS therefore the

12
A proposal is found m Fox 1999 which also attempts to denve the lack of A-reconstruction
effects Fox (1999) suggests that A'-movement leaves a full copy of the moved item, whereas Amovement leaves 'a simple copy', denoted by t However, this d1stmction is largely descnpt1ve, lackmg
explanatory force, smce the analysis does not explam either what 'simple copy' ts nor why this
dichotomy exists He concedes that A-chams need a "stlpulative d1stmctlon" for their absence of
reconstruct10n
13
Perhaps, aside from some cases, such as successive cyclic A-movement and A-movement of
1d1om chunks (Chomsky 1993)
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target LF representation, (which mcidentally mirrors the correspondmg PF) Recall that with the copy
theory of A-movement, we were unable to rule out any LF representations associated with (21 a) Now,
we have at least a chance to rule out (21 a) - if its LF representation is (22a) In tlus particular sense,
we have made visible progress with the mdependently motivated (20) Yet, there remams a challenge
ahead, (20) alone does not completely solve the problem, as we saw We must somehow block (22b)
from bemg an LF representat10n associated with (21a), if(22b) is mdeed available, the preference
pnnciple (6) prefers it over (22a), hence, a problem will persist 14 Even if we discard (6), the problem
remams, smce two LF representations are still allowed one ill-formed representat10n, and the other,
well-fonned
At this stage of the research, I am unable to provide a fully satisfactory solut10n to this problem,
mstead, I shall outline a solution that seems to me to be promismg namely, to abandon the copy
theoretic account ofreconstruction 15

4 3 An alternative
We shall now consider an option which appears to me to be fairly prom1smg namely, to drop the copy
theoretic account ofreconstruction Recall that the problem with the copy theory of A-movement,
Make-Op and complementary deletion, is that they m1do predicate raismg of (21a) at LF, as m (22b),
repeated here
(22) a
b

[ [ how likely to be a not ]-x-] is there [ [ho VY hkcly to be a not ] x ]
[ how likely [ to be a not ] ] is there [ ho~ hkcly [ to be a not ] ]

In that case, we have no way of distmgmshmg (22b) from the grammatical (23b)
(23) a* How likely to be a not 1s there?
b How likely is there to be a not?
While the structure of (23b) is not immediately clear, it is easy to see that we will lose the relevant
contrast m (23), if predicate ra1smg is undone m LF In other words, the "S-structure" position of the
expletive and its associate matters m expletive licensmg, wluch the standard analysis does not capture
I consider this to be a defect m the copy theoretic account of reconstruction phenomena That is,
the theory allows too much freedom m the LF-PF deviat10n This LF-PF deviation afforded an
advantage m accountmg for the reconstruction effects of reflexives, but not for the cases with existential
constructions m (23) In short, m the case of predicate raismg m existential constructions, we demand

14
Likew1se, Heycock's (1995) analysis also prefers (22b) over (22a), smce degree questions (such
as how likely, how mtellzgent, etc ) always have LF representat10ns, where the restnctor on the operator
ismimmal
15
0ther solutions have been proposed For example, Collms (1994), m his unpublished version
of the paper, piesents a rather techmcal way to disallow the complementary deletion to apply to the
relevant LF representation, hence, the LF is ill-formed However, this analysis appeals to a rather finegramed not10n of 'identity' which cannot be generalized to typical copy and delete operat10ns Thus, I
believe that the analysis does not go through
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LF to mmor PF, m that when predicate ra1smg occurs, the predicate must remain raised m LF I shall
therefore suggest (24), as the first approximation toward solution
(24) Complementary deletion for Make-Op must mirror PF
Although Its mot1vat1on 1s pnmanly descnpt1ve- 1e,with1t, we can d1stmgmsh (22b) from
grammatical (23b)- (24) 1s, m my op1mon, a step toward the nght direction The conceptual advantage
of (24) 1s that the theory demands a more closer LP-PF relation, thus more restrictive, thus perhaps m
accord with the spmt of Mm1mal1sm (See Brody 1995 for a s1mtlar pomt) Further, 1t has also been
noted m many languages (e g Hunganan (E Kiss 1992) and Japanese (Kawai, 1998)), a certam kmd of
scramblmg - m particular, of short varieties -1s, at least m part, to yield the appropnate LF
representahon For example, surface order ofHunganan scope bearmg items reflects the LF scopal
relation, as well Thus, 1t 1s natural to expect natural language to show some (varymg degree of) LF-PF
coordmat1on How much dev1at1on between LP and PF can a language tolerate ts naturally an empmcal
issue Yet, too much freedom for the LF-PF deviation would result m too much leg-room for a theory
A question muned1ately arises with (24) Namely, (24) fails to predict forced reconstruction effects
with raised predicates Recall that Huang (1993) and Heycock (1995) show the existence of forced
reconstruction effects m raised predicates and nommals
(25) a* [How afraid of some question Gore 1 hadn't prepared for] 3 do you thmk he 1 is t3?
b * [How afraid ofMargaret 1) 3 do you thmk she 1 expects John to be t3 ?
c * [Sally 1's own worst enemy] 3, I would never consider her1 t3
(Heycock 1995)
Condition C v1olat10ns m (25) suggest that the r-express1ons m the raised constituents are c-commanded
at LF, reconstruction appears to be necessary for (25), m order to account for their ungrammat1cal1ty It
seems that we now have a contradictmn Namely, (26)
(26) a
b

A raised predicate may not be reconstructed, if there 1s mvolved
A raised predicate must be reconstructed, if pronoun and r-express10n are mvolved

There seems to be no smgle simple solution m terms of reconstruction, for both the bmdmg facts m (25)
and the expletive construct10n m (23)
I beheve that a solution hes m how to treat bmdmg phenomena m (25) The apparent contradiction
m (26) anses, under the assumption that both cases must be handled m terms of reconstruct10n This
assumption seems to be necessary, under Chomsky's (1993) pos1t1on on the bmdmg theory namely, 1t
appbes only at LF However, there 1s alternative (more trad1t1onal) treatment of bmdmg phenomena
where sat1sfact10n ofbmdmg cond1t10n is not hm1ted to LF For example, consider Lebeaux's (1988,
1990, 1991, 1994) proposal of bmdmg theory
(27) a
b

Condition A is an anywhere cond1t1on, which can be satisfied at one po mt of the denvat1on
Cond1t1on C is an everywhere cond1t10n, which must be satisfied throughout the denvatton

With (27), the sentences m (25) do not need reconstruchon m order to v10late Cond1t1on C, Cond1t10n C
ts violated before predicate raismg In short, the r-express1on is mterpreted as if it was reconstructed
Further, a reflexive can be hcensed at the D-structure position, at the S-structure pos1t10n, or at some
other mtermed1ate step m derivation This 'on-hne' nature ofreflex1ve hcense is remtmscent ofBellett1
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and Rtzzi's (1989) proposal on Condition A This 'on-hne' Condition A seems to be sufficient m
accountmg for the reconstruction phenomena mvolvmg reflexives Therefore, with (27), the "forced
reconstruction" phenomena m (25) and the predicate raismg m existential constructions m (22a) ceased
to be a paradox (24) can hold mall the cases, while successfully ruhng out (25) as Condition C
violations, and (23a), as an unhcenced expletive
Another potentially negative consequence of (24) is that we lose Chomsky's (1993) account for
reconstruction phenomena namely, the copy theoretic account of reconstruction discussed m Section 2
above However, I do not consider this to be a crucial draw-back Recall that the ongmal proposal itself
was on rather shaky ground First, the analysis does not work correctly m short of the rather stipulative
preference prmciple (6) Second, it is not the case that reconstruction effects lack any alternative
accounts, as we have already seen above, that is, reconstruction effects may be handled m a different
version ofbmdmg theory Further, it is sufficient for us to assume that expletive hcensmg is also an
everywhere condition, it must be satisfied at every step of denvat10n after its mtroduction to the
structure 16 Naturally, this is agamst Chomsky's program of placmg bmdmg theory strictly at LF, by
ehmmatmg any on-hne account of bmdmg phenomena However, the issue seems to be ultimately
empmcal The ultimate cost ofadoptmg Lebeaux's bmdmg theory remams open at this pomt

5

Conclus1on lmpbcahons

In this study, we have exammed the copy theory of A-movement We rejected the copy theory of Amovement smce it lacks mdependent motivation, mcorrectly predict the existence of A-reconstruction,
and fails to rule out the ungrammatical (15b) As a pnncipled alternative, we adopted Lasmk's (1999)
(20), namely, non-copy theory of A-movement With (20), the absence of A-reconstruction follows
immediately, and the ungrammaticality of (15b) becomes predictable, 1fwe abandon the standard copy
theoretic account ofreconstruction I (rather tentatively) suggested (24), which demands LF to mirror
PF m terms of predicate raismg (24) is also mcompatible with the copy theoretic account of forced
reconstruction effects I thus suggested to appeal to Lebeaux's (1988, 1990, 1991, 1994) bmdmg
condition m order to capture the forced reconstruction phenomena While the alternative solution
suggested m this study need to be explored further, it has also become clear that the standard copy
theoretic account of reconstruction has many obstacles
In what follows, let us consider a consequence of (20) Note that this analysis is mcompatible
with Chomsky's (1995) view of phrase structure (i e, essentially Bare Phrase structure of Chomsky
1994), where term erasure is prohibited, and tree prunmg disallowed If A-movement does not leave a
trace, the 'moved item' cannot be Merged m its D-structure pos1t10n, otherwise, we must delete a copy,
which is not allowed by the theory This result, then, may be taken to favor a non-movement analysis of
A-movement phenomena (passive, raismg, etc ), 1 e , what is trad1tionally analyzed as 'A-moved items'
is Merged m-situ and 8-role checkmg is done under a certam local configuration While the 'certam

16

(i)

This is a bit too simple, given the grammat1cahty of (1)

How many solutions are there?

The associate is not m the c-command domam of the expletive We must mclude expletive hcensmg by
some sort of adjacency, m addition to hcensmg by the traditional 'c-command'
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local configuration' needs appropnate formulation, a descnptlve generalization is already given m
Lasmk and Saito' s ( 1992) extended umformity condition
(28) a
c

a assigns mherent Case to p only if a 6-marks P
Suppose that p bears 6-role assigned by a Then, if y is a barner for a, y dommates
Structure)

P

(S

The (extended) uruformity condition is designed to capture the tight locality of A-cham, each A-chain
must be withm a smgle 6-domam defined by the rmmmal bamer for the 6-assigner In other words, Amovement of Pmay not cross the barner for a (28) rules out super-raismg cases as well as A-raismg
withm nommals It is possible to translate (28) mto a non-movement analysis of A-movement
phenomena 17 Perhaps, the 6-role hcensmg is a different mechamsm than other feature checkmg for A'movement, either a different locality constramt for feature raismg - rather ad hoc approach, or it is not
feature checkmg at all - but a kmd of an A-relation without the direct checkmg under a local (such as
spec-head or head-complement) X -relation If this lme ofmqmry is on the nght track, then we will
have to conclude that there is only A'-movement 18

17
A proposal is found m Fox 1999 which also attempts to denve the lack of A-reconstruction
effects Fox suggests that A'-movement leaves a full copy of the moved item, whereas A-movement
leaves 'a simple copy', denoted by t However, this d1stmct10n is largely descnphve, lackmg
explanatory force, smce the analysis does not explam either what 'stmple copy' is nor why this
dichotomy exists He concedes that A-chams need a "stipulative distmctlon" for their absence of
reconstruction

18
A sirmlar proposal is said to be found m Manzim and Rossum' s manuscnpt (Howard Lasmk
and Cednc Boeckx (personal conunumcation)) Unfortunately, I was unable to obtam a copy of their
paper m time for this article
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